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Product

REDUCES EYE BAGS
& DARKreme
CIRCLES

When you’re tired or stressed, the under eye skin can be swollen and dark as a symptom of your physical or
mental fatigue. Looking tired can have a negative effect on your confidence and self-esteem. Remescar Eye
Bags & Dark Circles is an instant and effective cream which helps to diminish eye bags and the appearance
of dark circles with just one single application per day.

Technology

Remescar Eye Bags & Dark Circles uses revolutionary technology EYESYL which immediately targets
eye bags & dark circles, by using a unique combination of clay minerals and a bi-peptide complex. The
technology has 3 actions:
• Cellular adhesion: the clay minerals penetrate and attach themselves to the skin cells. This will form
a network which will lead to strong skin tightening.
• Vascular permeability inhibition: specialized peptides of the bi-peptide complex will influence the
permeability of the cells around the eyes and hereby decrease fluid accumulation around the eyes.
• Micromuscular pause: the bi-peptide complex will block muscular triggers which decrease muscular
contractions around the eyes.
These 3 actions will help to reduce the puffiness of the eyes and eliminate the appearance of dark circles.
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%
INSTANTLY
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How to use

_ MEDMETICS _

EYE BAGS

DARK CIRCLES

Step 2: Squeeze out a small amount of product on your fingertip. You should aim for the size of
a grain of rice; any less will not be enough, and any more is generally too much and won’t fully
absorb into the skin or could cause sensitivity. This is one of the key factors to make Remescar
Eye Bags & Dark Circles work correctly.

**
REDUCES EYE BAGS
& DARK CIRCLES

Step 3: Gently apply the cream on your entire under-eye area, and smooth it out from the inside
to the outside with one finger. Blend in using a light gentle sweeping motion until the cream
completely absorbs into the skin.

UP
TO

Step 1: Wash your face gently and pat dry.

Step 4: Remain expressionless for 2-3 minutes while the product dries to achieve dramatic
results (fanning will accelerate the process). Simply tissue off the excess of cream with a bit of
water if too much cream is applied. Wash hands and close the tube after use.

75
%
INSTANTLY

**

For under makeup: First, apply your usual products (eye serum, daily moisturizer, etc.) and allow time for
these products to penetrate the layers of your skin (a minute or two). Then you can apply a very thin layer
of Remescar Eye Bags & Dark Circles to the targeted area as instructed above. If you see a white residue
you have either used too much product or did not use moisturizer. Simply tissue off the white residue with
a bit of water. Once the product has dried, apply your makeup as usual.
Note: Oil-based makeup may reduce the effectiveness of Remescar Eye Bags & Dark Circles.

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Medmetics Technology
Diminishes the appearance of eye bags and dark circles in just a few minutes
INSTANT visible results
Effective from 1st application
Clinically proven

**based on the variation according to a 4 point-photonumeric rating scale.

To Remove: Cleanse applied area with water and pat dry.

Ingredients (INCI):

Aqua, Magnesium Aluminum Silicate, Sodium Silicate, Butylene Glycol, Phenoxyethanol, PEG-75 Shea Butter
Glycerides, Xanthan Gum, Ethylhexylglycerin, Caprylyl Glycol, CI 19140, CI 16035, Acetyl Tetrapeptide-5,
Acetyl Octapeptide-3.
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• 1 x 8 ml Remescar Eye Bags & Dark Circles
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